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‘Well blew me down – tha’s sommut

I didn’ knaw!”

If you think you know the difference between a
drishal and a dashel, what you’d do with a
bulhaggle, and can name four Devon places
beginning with ‘Wool’, then maybe you wont
need this book. But if you love a quiz, and think
you know a thing or two about Devon, then this
is just the book for you. ‘The general idea is to
whet appetites to find out more about the
county we live in,’ says Tony, whose passion for
collecting thousands of snippets over his many
years as performer and broadcaster shines out
from these testing pages.

From local literature and dialect delights to
farming, fishing and famous Devonians, this Devon
examination is designed to bring encouraging
results all round. While some questions will
demand a little extra thought, and most are
designed to increase our knowledge of the
county, the emphasis is on having fun.

A perfect stocking filler!
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ABOUTTHEAUTHOR
Tony Beard is a true Devonian,
known universally as ‘TheWag from
Widecombe’. Born and bred in
Widecombe-in-the-Moor he spent
many years working on his family farm,
a genuine ‘son of the soil’, now retired.
His unmistakable Devonshire voice has
kept him among the most popular of
the county’s broadcasters on BBC
Radio Devon. The ‘Tony Beard Sunday
Request Show’ and his ‘My Dartmoor
Diary’, in which he talks about the
many interesting facets of Dartmoor's
natural history, archaeology and
history, make him one of that station’s
favourite presenters. A founder
member ofTheWidecombe & District
Local History Group,Tony is always
much in demand as a speaker on
Dartmoor, its history and legends.

He is a past-President of the
Devonshire Association.

Tony lives inWidecombe-in-the-Moor.
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